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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we generalize some recent work of Gorenstein [2-4]. Our 
results are probably best motivated by Lemma 2.3 below: 
If  Ii is an r-subgroup of the r-solvable group G, then O,(N,(R)) 5: O,(G). 
If  G is simple, this result need not hold, and one is in fact often faced with 
the problem of trying to “control” subgroups of the shape O&Y,(R)) for 
various r-subgroups R. To attack this problem, Thompson defined the set 
H.(A) to be the set of r’-subgroups normalized by a fixed r-subgroup A. 
If  X is such a group and d is noncyclic Abelian, it is wellknown that 
X = (C,(a) 1 a E A#), so that X is determined by the groups C,(n) which 
are elements of H(A) contained in Co(a). Gorenstein’s original idea [2] is 
essentially to restrict attention to a subset M,(A) of H(A) by requiring that 
C,(a) lie in a previously specified A-invariant r’-subgroup e(C,(a)), for all 
a E As, The interesting case occurs when this property also holds for the 
group B(C(a)) itself, i.e., when 
Property (*) is usually called “balance”. Thus we are led to the funda- 
mental 
DEFINITION. The statement “0 is an A-sig~~~lizer functor on G” means 
that -4 is an Abelian r-subgroup of the finite group G for some prime 
Y and that for every a E 8” there is defined an -g-invariant r/-subgroup 
@(C,(a)) C C,(a) such that property (*) holds. 
Given an A-signalizer functor 0 on G, we make the following further 
definitions: 
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(1) 0 is solvable if O(C,(a)) is solvable for all a E A*. 
(2) The associated set of .4-signalizers is the set of all A-invariant 
r’-subgroups X of G such that C,(a) _C O(C,(a)) for all a E -4+, and is denoted 
by M,(A). I f  0 is solvable, we require in addition that all elements of II,(d) be 
solvable. 
(3) 0 is complete if G contains a unique maximal element of &(A) 
under inclusion. This element is denoted by B(G). 
(4) e is locally complete if for every 1 f  X E H,(A), No(X) contains 
a group B(N,(X)) which is the unique maximal element among all elements of 
&(A) contained in No(X). In this case, we set e(C,(X)) = 8(N,(X)) n C,(X). 
(5) If  1 + B C A, we set B(C,(B)) = nbeB+ B(C,(b)). 
Before stating the main theorem of this paper, we make several elementary 
remarks. First of all, the “balance” condition (*) says precisely that 
0(&(a)) E I&(A) for all a E A+. Thus 8(&(a)) is the unique maximal element 
of &(A) contained in Co(a), for all a E 8s. Similarly, 0(&(B)) is the unique 
maximal element of II,(A) contained in C,(B) for all B _C A. It is trivial to 
verify that if X E M,(A) and Y is an A-invariant subgroup of X, then 
Y E &(A). Thus if H, K are subgroups of G for which B(H), e(K) are defined, 
then B(H) n K = B(H) n B(K) = H n B(K). These facts are used implicitly 
throughout the paper. 
I f  A is noncyclic (the only case of any interest at all here), it is easy to 
verify (see Lemma 2.1) that 0 is complete if and only if 
in which case B(G) = (0(&-(a)) ( a E A #>. Thus completeness of 0 implies, 
in particular, that (0(&(a)) 1 a E -4”) is an r’-group, and is solvable if 0 is 
solvable. Note that when A is a 2-group, 0 is automatically solvable by the 
Feit-Thompson theorem. 
There is one obvious way to construct an A-signalizer functor 8. Namely, 
start with an A-invariant r’-subgroup X 2 G and define &C,(a)) = C,(a) 
for all a E A+. Then “balance” is trivially satisfied. Completeness of 0 says 
exactly that t9 is obtained in this way. The problem in this subject is to give 
sufficient conditions on A and on the structure and embedding of 0(C,(a)) in 
C,(a) to ensure that t9 is complete. As an example of what may go wrong, 
consider the case G = L&)(5 < 4 = 3, 5 mod S), with A a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. Set 0(&(a)) = 0(&(a)), a E A*; then 0 is an A-signalizer functor but 0 
is not complete. 
With these definitions and remarks in mind, we can now state: 
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MAIN THEOREM. Suppose 0 is a solvable A-signalizer functor on a jirzite 
group G atzd m(A) 3 4. Then f3 is complete. 
We use the notation of [5]; for instance, m(A) is the rank of 9 as an Abelian 
group. In addition, we let gk(A) denote the set of subgroups 3 c A with 
m(B) = K. For an A-signalizer functor 0, let n(O) = tJa.,+ r(O(&(a))). 
For any set of primes O, let &(A; 0) be the subset of I&(A) consisting of all 
o-groups, and let &*(A; u) be the set of maxima1 elements of &(A; 0). 
For 0 = (p} or {p, q}, we write &(A; p), &(A ; p, q), respectively. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS AND ASSUMED RESULTS 
LE~IMA 2.1. Suppose the Abelian ~-group A acts orz a r’-group X. Then 
X = (C,(A,) 1 A/A,, is cyclic). 
Proof. See [7], p. 225. 
LEMMA 2.2. Szzppose the r-group A acts OFZ a solvable r’-group X. Then 
alay two A-invariant Hall subgroups of X are conjugate by an elenzent of C,(a). 
I f  Q is an A-invariant o-subgroup of X, then Q is contained ilt an A-invariant 
Hall a-subgroup of X. If  Q1 and Qz are A-invariant a-subgroups of X, then 
(Q, , Qzx) is a u-group for some x E C,(A). 
Proof. Let G be the split extension AX. Suppose Hl and Hs are 
A-invariant Hal1 subgroups of X, then AH,, AH, are Hall subgroups of 
the solvable group 6. By the conjugacy of Hall subgroups in solvable groups, 
AH,” = AH, for some x E G. By the conjugacy of Sylow systems in AH, I we 
may assume A” = A and HZ2 = Hl , so that x E N,(A) = dN,(A). Let 
x = ax1 with a E A, “vl E N,(A) = C,(A). Then H,““1 = H2 as required. 
Next, suppose Q is an A-invariant o-subgroup of X. By DC,,,, in the 
solvable group AX, we get A& C E?, a Hall (I’, 0) subgroup of AX. Clearly, 
H = A(H n X), where H n X is an A-invariant Ha11 u-subgroup of X 
containing Q. The last statement now follows immediately from the first tvvo. 
LEMMA 2.3. If  P is a p-subgroup of the p-solvable group X then 
O&v,(P)) _c O,*(X). 
Proof- See [I, Lemma 21. 
LEMMA 2.4. If  Q is a p’-subgrozlp of tlze p-solvable group X which is 
normalized by a Sylow p-subgroup of X, then Q C O,,(X). 
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Proof. We may assume O,(X) = 1 and try to show Q = 1. Let 
H = O,(X), then II is contained in every Sylow p-subgroup of X, whence 
[H, Q] C H n Q = 1. By Lemma 1.2.3 of Hall-Higman [5, p. 2281, we 
conclude that Q = 1. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose V is a noncyclic Abelian I’-group of operators on 
the p-solvable r’-group Xfor primes 1’ andp. Then no,,++ O,(C,(v)) _C O,(X). 
Proof. Let Q = nocV+ O,(C,(v)). By standard results on co-prime 
operator groups [5, p. 2241 we may assume O,(X) = 1 and try to show that 
Q = 1. Let H = O,(X), th en H = (C,(V) / v  E V+) by Lemma 2.1. Since 
Q _C Cx(v), Q normalizes C,(a) for all r.1 E V*. Then 
L(V), Ql C Hn WC,(v)) = 1 
for all v  E V+, whence [H, Q] = 1. Therefore, Q = 1 by Lemma 1.2.3 of 
Hall-Higman. 
We note that in the preceeding three lemmas, the hypothesis of p-solva- 
bility can be replaced byp-constraint. Our applications in this paper, however, 
will be for X solvable. 
In the next two lemmas, assume that 0 is an A-signalizer functor on G. 
LEMMA 2.6. 1) Suppose A C H C G. Dejne 6,(C,(a)) = B(C,(a)) n H 
for all a E A+. Then 0, is an A-signalism functor on Hand 0, is solvable if 8 is. 
2) Suppose Xg G fey some r’-subgroup X (where A is an r-group). 
For H _C G, set If = HX/X. Dejne &C,-(a)) = 0(&(a)) for all a E A#. 
Then e is an A-signalixer functor on G and 0 is solvable if 0 is. 
Proof. 1) Since -4 _C H, &(C,(a)) is an A-invariant r’-group for all 
aEA+. Moreover, MG&)) n G&d C ~(G(ad> n H = fL(G(4). 
Clearly, e,(C,(a)) is solvable if @(C,(a)) is; so 1) is trivial. 
(2) e(C,(g)) is an A-invariant r’-group and is solvable if e(C,(a)) 
is, for all a E A*. Thus we need only verify that @Cc(a)) n C&Q _C &Ce(iQ) 
for all a, a, E A+. Choose a, a, E 4#. By standard results on co-prime operator 
groups, C,-(B) = Co(B) for any subgroup B _C A, because X is an /-group 
[5, p. 2241. 
Let Y/X = C’&Z~) n &C&a)). Then XC Y C e(Co(a))x; so Y = 
X * (Y n 8(C,(a))). Set Y, = Y n 0(C,(a)), then since Y/X is A-invariant, 
Y is A-invariant and so is Y,, . We have [Y, ZJ = 1, whence [Y, ar] C X and 
thus [Y,, , ar] C Y0 n X. Since Y,, is an #-group, we get Y, C X . C,(a,). 
But c_YO(al) C f?(Co(a)) n &(a,) C e(Co(a,)). Thus Y,, C X. e(C,(a,)) and 
Y = Y, _C &C,(Z~)) as required. 
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LEMMa4 2.7. Suppose X7 is a solvable r’-subgroup of G normalized by A and 
m(d) > 3. Then eAX is complete. In particular, if 
X = (X n @(C,(a)) 1 a E A+), 
then X E E,(A). 
Proof. The second statement follows from the first because in this case 
8,.Jz4Xj = O(AX) = X. To prove the first statement, we proceed by induc- 
tion on G. Clearly, we may assume G = AX. Let 
X0 = (X n O(C(a)) j a E A+). 
By induction we may assume X = X0 and try to show that CX(a) = @(C(a)) 
for all a E A”. Let K be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in X. 
By Lemma 2.6 (2) and induction, we conclude that @C(a)) = Cx(a) for all 
a E Aif where X = G/K. That is, C,(aj = 6(C(ajj . C,(a). I f  K is contained 
in an element of H.,(A), then C,(a) c &C(a)) and we are done. Thus we may 
assume that no minimal normal subgroup of G is contained in an element 
of &(A). 
Let X/X1 be a chief A-factor with K _C Xi . Then by induction, OAX 
is complete. Since Cx,(a) _C B(C,Ja)) . C,(a) by the above, we gei 
Xi = 6(X1) . K. Since W(A) > 3 it follows from Lemma 2.1 that O(C(a)) = 
(@(C(a)) A @(C(V)) / V E gz(A)) and, therefore, X = (@(C(v)) ! VE &a(A)). 
Let x E B(C( V)) for some V E E,(4) and set X, = 0(X$. Since V is noncyclic, 
0(X,) = (Xi /7 O(C(v)) / ZI E V*>. Since x E nuEv# e(C(v)), it follows that 
G,W c Q(W) f  or all v  E V+. Since X, 4 X, we have X, Z Xi, whence 
x2 c (4 f-l @(C(v)) I v  E Vg) = 6(X,). Thus 6(X,)” = @(X1), so B(C(Vjj 
normalizes 6(X,) for all V E gz(A)- It follows that 6(X,) d G. 
But we are assuming that no minimal normal subgroups of G are contained 
in elements of II,(A), whence 0(X,) = 1 and we conclude that Xi = K. 
That is, X/K is a chief A-factor. Let V = C,(X/R), then m(V) 3 2 since 
43 > 3. &loreover, X = K * Cx(pL)) for any v  fz V*. Since K is a minimal 
normal subgroup, we have X = C,(a) or C,(v) n R = 1. But 
K = (C,(vj j v  E V+), so C,(v,) # 1 for some v,, E I/” and therefore 
X = Cx(uO) for some vO E V+. But now if a E A#, we have 
6(C(a)) = @(C(a)) n X = @(C(a)) n CxfqJ C O(C(qJ) 
by “balance”. Since X = (O(C(a)) 1 a E As) we conclude X = ff(C(v,)j. 
Now for all a E A+ we get C,(a) = C(a) n O(C(z+,)) C @(C(a)) by “balance”, 
whence C,(a) = O(C(a)) and the proof is complete. 
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3. THE TRANSITIVITY THEOREM 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose 8 is an A-signalixer functov on the jinite group G 
and m(A) > 3. Then for any prime p E r(O), B(C(A)) acts transitively on 
kI,*(-4; p) by conjugation. 
Proof. We leave it to the reader to verify that @C(A)) acts on kI,*(A;p) 
by conjugation. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that PI , Pz are chosen 
with 1 PI n Pz 1 maximal subject to the condition that PI , Pz lie in different 
orbits under the action of e(C(A)). 
Let H = PI n Pz , Ri = Npi(H) (i = 1,2). We may assume H < Pi and 
thus H < Ri (i = 1,2). Let SJH be a chief A-factor with Si _C Rz 
(i = 1, 2). Since A acts irreducibly on SJH and m(A) > 3, it follows 
that for some a,, E A+-, C,,(a,) g H (i = 1,2). Set N = No(H) and 
IV,, = N n O(C(a,)). Thus IV, ‘is an A-invariant #-group and CRi(aO) C N,, 
(i = 1, 2). Then P,, = <C,e(aJx, C,l(a,,)) is an A-invariant p-subgroup of 
IV,, for some x E C,II(A) S B(C(A)) n N by Theorem 6.2.2, p. 224 of [5]. 
We claim that P,,H E &(A; p). Namely, P,,H = (C,t(aO~, C,$a,,), H) = 
(P,H n O(C(a)) / a E A#). Since P,,H is solvable, Lemma 2.7 rmplies that 
P,,H E &(A; p). Let P,,H _C P,,* E &*(A; p), then PI n P,,* 2 C,,(a,,)H > H 
and P2x n PO* 2 CRd(a,)~H > H. By maximality of 1 H 1, we conclude that 
PI , PO*, and Pzx lie in the same orbit, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose P E &(A; p), and B is a noncyclic subgroup of A. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) P E 5%“(24; P), 
(2) C,(b) is an S, subgroup of B(C(b)) for all 6 E B+. 
Proof. Let b E B+. Clearly, some element of $&*(A; p) contains an 
d-invariant S, subgroup of B(C(6)). Since B(C(A) C O(C(b)), Theorem 3.1 
implies that all elements of l&*(A;p) contain A-invariant S, subgroups of 
&C(b)) so that (1) implies (2). Conversely, suppose that P E kI,(A; p) and 
C,(b) is an SD-subgroup of O(C(b)) for all 6 E B#. Suppose that 
P C P” E &*(A; p). 
Then P* = (C,,(b) ( b E B+) by L emma 2.1. Since C,*(b) is A-invariant, 
C,,(b) C @(C(b)). Since C,(b) C C,,(b) and C,(b) is an S, subgroup of B(C(b)), 
we conclude that C,(b) = C,,(b) for all b E B+. Therefore, P* C P so that 
P E &&,*(A; p) and (2) implies (1). 
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4. A UNIQUENES THEOREM 
In this section we prove an important preliminary result. The approach 
is based on an idea of Bender which we have previously exploited in [I]. 
HYPOTHESS 4.1. 0 is a solvable, locally complete A-signalizer functor 
on G and m(A) > 3. p and q are distinct primes in z(S) such that 0, , 0, ,..., O,n 
are the orbits of B(C,(A)) on &*(A; p, q). For HE b, , qfi = / O,(H)/. 
We note that f;  depends only on i. For a nilpotent p, q group K, we write 
K = K, x K, for the primary decomposition, and for any group H, we let 
F(H) be the Fitting subgroup. 
DEFINITION. Suppose K is a nilpotent element of kI,(ri; p, q) such that 
(1) J&f 1 #Kg, 
(21 43 c Q&vww)Y 
(3) Ku c O,MWW)- 
Then we say that K is a (p, q)-uniqueness subgroup. 
LEM&L~ 4.2. Assume hypothesis 4.1. Suppose K is a (p, q)-uniqueness 
subgroup and KC X E &l,(A). Then K, _C O,,(X). If X E l&(A; p, q), then 
K CF(X). 
By Lemma 2.3 it follows that K, Z O,/(X). Similarly K, C O,,(X). Thus, 
if X is a (p, q}-group, we have K CF(X). 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume hypothesis 4.1. Suppose that, for some integer i, 
H, E Oi and that K is a normal A-invariant nilpotent subgroup of Hi with 
l&f+ 1 + K, . Then K is a (p, q)-uniqueness subgroup and if 
K C HE &&*(A; p, q), 
then H E 8, . 
Proof. Maximality of Hi implies that Hi is an S,,, subgroup of 
B(N(K,)) and B(N(K,)). Apply Lemma 2.4 with X = B(N(K,)) to get 
K, C O,,(e(N(li=,))). Similarly, K, C O,~(B(iV(K,))); so K is a (p, q)-unique- 
ness subgroup. 
Suppose now that KC Hj E 0$ , we argue that fj <fi . Namely, since K 
is a (p, q)-uniqueness subgroup, K CF(H,) by Lemma 4.2. Thus, 
ZP,(Hd) x w?) c ww28- 
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But Hi is an S,., subgroup of B(N(K,)). Therefore, 
Z(O,(Hj))~ x Oq(Hj)Y c Hi 
for some y  E e(C(A)) n 8(N(K,)), by L emma 2.2. Now the first statement 
applied to Z(O,(Hj))v x O,(Hj)v = Z(O,(H,Y)) x O,(ll,“) as a subgroup of 
of fIj” shows that Z(O,(Hj)),))” x O,(H,)g is a (p, q)-uniqueness subgroup. 
By Lemma 4.2, 0,(1l,)v C O,(HJ so thatfj < fi . 
Assuming that K C Hi, we have shown that Z(O,(HJ)” x O,(Hj)y C Hi . 
Now the argument of the previous paragraph applied to the group 
-W,W~))y x O,Wiri) Y s h ows that.fi < fi . Thus, fi = fi , whence O,(Il,)” = 
O&Hi). Now Hi and IIjY arc S,,, subgroups of e(N(O,(H,))), so that i =j 
by Lemma 2.2. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume IIypothesis 4.1. Suppose for some integer i, that 
Hi E Oi and that K is an A-invariant subgroup of F(H,) with K, # 1 + K, . 
Then K is a (p, q)-uniqmness subgroup and ;f KC HE kI,*(A; p, q), then 
HECi. 
Proof. Let A be an A-invariant S,,, subgroup of B(Ai(K,)) containing 
Z(O,(H,)) x O,(fIi), by Lemma 2.2. If  fit H* E ki,*(A;p, q), then 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 imply that H* E Oi and O&H,) = O,(H*). Thus, 
K, C O,(W) n fi C O,(A). By Lemma 2.4, K, C O,,(B(l\r’(K,))); so by 
symmetry of p and q, K is a (p, q)-uniqueness subgroup. 
Moreover, we have shown that some A-invariant S,,, subgroup of 
B(N(K,)) is contained only in elements of 0, . By Lemma 2.2, all A-invariant 
S,,, subgroups of B(N(K,)) are contained only in elements of Qi . 
Suppose KC Hi E Uj . By Lemma 4.2, K C F(Zfj). Now the preceeding 
part of the proof shows that all A-invariant S,,, subgroups of B(N(K,)) are 
contained only in elements of Co,, whence i =j as asserted. 
5. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We now assume that G is a minimal countercxample to the main theorem. 
That is, A is an Abelian r-subgroup of G, m(A) > 4, and 0 is a solvable 
A-signalizer functor on G which is not complete. Moreover, we may assume 
that I n(e)1 is minimal among all incomplete solvable A-signalizer functors 
8 on G. 
LEMMA 5.1. 0 is locally complete, and we may assume without loss that A 
is elementary Abelian. 
Proof. Let 1 f  K E &(A), N = N,(K). I f  N < G, then 8, is a solvable 
A-signalizer functor on N by Lemma 2.6. By induction on 1 G 1, O,v is 
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complete. But then 8,(V) is clearly the unique maximal element of &(A) 
contained in N. So we may assume K (; G. Set G = G/K and &Cg(S))== -- 
6(&(a)), a E A#. By Lemma 2.6, d is a solvable A-signalizer functor on G. 
By induction on 1 G :, 0 is complete. Let X/K = 8(G), then 
(t?(C,(u)) 1 a E A”) c x 
and X is an A-invariant solvable p’-subgroup of G. But now Lemma 2.7 
shows that 0 is complete, a contradiction. Therefore, 0 is locally complete. 
Let A, = Q,(A), then m(A,) > 4, and 0 can be vicwcd as a solvable 
A,-signalizer functor. Suppose 8 were complete as an A,-signalizer functor, 
then X =:= (f?(Co(a)) 1 a E A,) E &(A,). Clearly, X is solvable A-invariant 
#-subgroup. Let a E A+, then urn E A,,++ for some integer n and C,(a) Z Cc(ar”), 
whence 0(&(a)) C O(C,(ar”)). Therefore, (f?(C,(u)) [ a E A*) = X. By 
Lemma 2.7, 0 is complete, a contradiction. Thus it suffices to prove that 0 is 
complete as an A,-signalizer functor; so we may assume without loss of 
generality that A == A,. 
h-ow let p E n(O) and for each V E JZZ(A) define 
K~c,(v)) = n o,,(e(c(2-))). 
ZE v+ 
Moreover, for each a E A+, define 
e(p)(cG(u)) = (e(c,(u)) n lP)(C,( T;)) i u E V E &(A)j. 
LEMMA 5.2. e(p) is a solvable A-signulizer fumtor on G, and 
I n(e(q < I +):. 
Proof. Suppose X E H,(A) and V E c&(A); then 
KyC,(V)) n X _C C,(V) n O,@(C(v))) c O,(C,(v)) for all v E P- 
By Lemma 2.5, K(P)(C,( V)) n X C O,,(X). Clearly, 
ewx4) c o,+vx4))~ 
so that O(P)(C,(u)) is a solvable A-invariant p’-subgroup for all u E A*. 
Moreover, if C’, r/; E &A), then 
k'yc,(v)) n c,( v,) c Kyc,( v)) n e(c(vl)) L o,~(qc(v~)~) 
for all v1 E V,# whence 
(5.3) K(p)(C,( V)) n C,( I/,) C K(p)(C,( VI)). 
Now fix elcmcnts a, a’ E A*‘ with (a) f (a’) and Ict A = (a) X AI , 
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where a’ E -4, . This is possible since B is elementary Abelian. Set X = 
O(C,(a)) and define K’p)(C,(a,)) = K’p)(C,((a, , a})) for all a, E A,+. Then 
K’@(C,(a,)) is an A,-invariant subgroup of C,(a,) and (5.3) implies that 
&P)(C,(a,)) n C,(a,) C K?)(C,r(a,)) for all a, , a, E A,+. Thus K(a) is 
an A,-signalizer functor on the group ,4,X. Since HZ(A,) > 3, K@) is complete 
by Lemma 2.7. But @@(C,(a)) = (K’@(C,(a,)) j a, E Ar#); so we conclude, 
in particular, that 
S(P)(C,(a)) n &(a’) = &W(C,(a’)) = K@)(C,((a, a’))) C O(@(C,(a’)) 
provided that {a) # (a’). I f  (a} = {a’), then this relation holds trivially, 
so we have shown that f3@) is “balanced” and, therefore, 0’~) is a solvable 
A-signalizer functor on G. Since ~-(19(p)) C n(e) and p $ rr(@)), we have 
1 ?r(e(qI < 1 T(e)l. 
LEMMA 5.4. K(*)(C,( V)) = 1 for all V E 8a(A) and all primes p E r(e). 
Proof. By minimality of n(O) and Lemma 5.2 it follows that B(P) is complete. 
We will show that B(p)(G) == 1 for all p E r(e), whence P)(C,(a)) = 1 
for all a E A” and thus K(@(C,( V)) = 1 for all V E 4(A). 
We first note that K(p)(CG(V)) C nveVP B’p)(C,(v)) = O(p)(C,(V)). But 
eycG(v)) C o,,(e(c+))) for all v  E P; SO 
Therefore, @)(C,( V)) = &P(C,( V)) 4 O(C,( V)). 
Now let B E &“(A), then 
B(P)(G) = (B(P)(G) n C,(V) 1 VE LQB)) = (eqc,(v)) 1 V’E 4(B)) 
by Lemma 2.1. But @)(C,(V)) a e(C,(V)), so that, in particular, 0(&(B)) 
normalizes P)(C,( V)) for all V E g2(B) and, therefore, B(C,(B)) normalizes 
O(a)(G), for all B E &(A). But now if a E A#, Lemma 2.1 shows that 0(&(a)) = 
<W&4> n G(B) I B E 44) = <W&4> n WdBN I B E GkWr since 
m(a) > 4. It follows that @C,(a)) normalizes B(p)(G) for all a E A+. Clearly, 
W)(G) EM,(A); SO if @p)(G) f  1, we have f?(C,(a)) C B(N,(B@)(G))) for all 
a E A*, since 0 is locally complete. But this means that 0 is complete, a contra- 
diction. Thus B(p)(G) = 1 for all primes p as required. 
LEMMA 5.5. B is complete. 
Proof. We will show that Lemma 5.4 contradicts Theorems 3.1 and 4.4. 
We first observe that if n(O) = {p}, then O(C(a)) is ap-group. If  P E &*(A; p) 
and B(C(A)) c P, then Theorem 3.1 implies that P is unique, whence 
P = O(G). So we may assume that there exist distinct primes p, 4 E m(O). 
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Let P E &*(A; p) and let ZP be a minimal A-invariant subgroup of Z(P). 
Similarly, let 2, be a minimal A-invariant subgroup of Z(Q) for some 
Q EH,*(A; 4). Let B, = C,(Z,); B, = C,(Z,), then A/B, and A/B, are 
cyclic, so B, n 13, + 1, since m(A) > 3. Let b E (B, n B,)++; then con- 
jugating by some element x E S(C(A)), it follows that (ZD , ZGz) is a (p, q)- 
subgroup of B(C(b)). Replacing Q by p, we may assume that 
Let (Z, , Z,) c II E IJ,*(A; p, q). 
Suppose first that notation can be chosen so that O,(H) = 1. Then Z, 
dots not centralize O,(H). Let Qr be an AZ,-invariant subgroup of O,(H) 
minimal subject to [Q, , Z,] # 1; then [Q1, Z,] == Q1. Xow B, = Z(AZ,) 
and since m(A) > 4, we have m(B,) 3 3. By Lemma 2.1, 
Since Col( V) is AZ,,-invariant for all IT E g2(BP), we get Q1 = Col( I’) for 
some F-E ct$(B,) by minimality of Q, . Let z1 E V$; then Z,Q, E e(C(v)) and 
Z, C Z(P) n C,(V). By L emma 3.2, Z, lies in the center of an S,-subgroup 
of e(C(v)), whence ZD c 0,,,,(8(C(v))) by Lemma 1.2.3 of Hall-Higman 
[5, p. 2281. Since Qr = [Z, , Q,], we get Qr (I O,(B(C(r))) for all v  E I’+ 
contradicting Lemma 5.4. 
Therefore, we must have O,(fi) f  1 + O,(H). Let K, , K, be minimal 
A-invariant subgroups of O,(H), O,(H), respectively. Then A,X’,(K,j, 
A/C,(K,,) are cyclic. Let I/’ = C,(K,) n C,,(kr,) = C,(K, x K,), then 
4 VI > 2 since m(A) 3 4. Let F E Vii’, then K, x K, C e(C(n)). Let 111, 
bc an S,,, subgroup of &C(z)) containing K, x K, and let 
Ht. c z r^, E &*(A; p, (I), 
By Theorem 4.4, fiz z -- H for some x E e(q4)). In particular, H contains 
an S, subgroup of e(C(c)), say QI, , and Q?, normalizes O,(lll) n C(V). By 
Lemma 2.4, WC conclude that K, C O,(M) n C(c) C O,,(e(C(v))) for all 
z’ E I’+. Since m(V) > 2, this again contradicts Lemma 5.4 and completes 
the proof of the main theorem of this paper. 
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148 GOLDSCHMIDT 
Added in proof. John Thompson has pointed out an immediate but interesting 
corollary of the main Theorem: 
Suppose A is an Abelian r-group, *z(A) > 4, and A acts on a non-solvable r’-group 
X. Then Cx(a) is non-solvable for some a E A+. 
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